As a generalization of Dempster-Shafer theory, D number theory (DNT) aims to provide a framework to deal with uncertain information with nonexclusiveness and incompleteness. Although there are some advances on DNT in previous studies, however, they lack of systematicness, and many important issues have not yet been solved. In this paper, several crucial aspects in constructing a perfect and systematic framework of DNT are considered. At first the non-exclusiveness in DNT is formally defined and discussed. Secondly, a method to combine multiple D numbers is proposed by extending previous exclusive conflict redistribution (ECR) rule. Thirdly, a new pair of belief and plausibility measures for D numbers are defined and many desirable properties are satisfied by the proposed measures. Fourthly, the combination of information-incomplete D numbers is studied specially to show how to deal with the incompleteness of information in DNT. In this paper, we mainly give relative math definitions, properties, and theorems, concrete examples and applications will be considered in the future study.
Introduction
Dempster-Shafer theory (DST) [1, 2] , also called evidence theory or belief function theory, is one of the most popular theories for dealing with uncertain information, and has been widely used in many fields. Although DST has many advantages in representing and dealing with uncertainty, but it is limited by some hypotheses and constraints that are hardly satisfied in some situation [3] [4] [5] [6] . There are two main aspects. First, in DST a frame of discernment (FOD) must be composed of mutually exclusive elements, which is called the FOD's exclusiveness hypothesis. Second, in DST the sum of basic probabilities or belief m(.) in a basic probability assignment (BPA) must be 1 (or basic probabilities can not be assigned to elements outside the FOD), which is called the BPA's completeness constraint.
To overcome the above-mentioned limitations in DST, a new generalization of DST, called D number theory (DNT), has been proposed in recently [7, 8] for the fusion of uncertain information with non-exclusiveness and incompleteness. The theory of DNT stems from the concept of D numbers [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , and aims to build a more sophisticated framework for representing and reasoning with uncertain information similar to DST from a generic setmembership perspective, in which DNT relaxes the exclusiveness constraint of elements in FOD and completeness assumption of BPA in DST.
DNT is a developing theory. In previous studies, the definition of D numbers, combination rule and uncertainty measure for D numbers, and others have been studied one after another [7, [17] [18] [19] [20] . Although there are some advances on DNT, however, they lack of systematicness, and many important issues have not yet been solved. Especially, these key aspects still remain unsolved: (1) How to formally describe and represent the non-exclusiveness;
(2) How to effectively combine multiple D numbers; (3) Lack of a pair of desirable belief and plausibility measures for D numbers; (4) How to appropriately handle information-incomplete D numbers. These aspects are crucial components in establishing a perfect and systematic framework of DNT. In this paper, we center on these aspects, and propose many new concepts, definitions, and methods to improve the theoretical framework of DNT. Concretely, at first the non-exclusiveness in DNT is formally defined and discussed. Secondly, a method to combine multiple D numbers is proposed by extending previous exclusive conflict redistribution (ECR) rule [7, 8] . Thirdly, a new pair of belief and plausibility measures for D numbers are defined and some basic properties are proved. Fourthly, the combination of information-incomplete D numbers is studied specially to show how to deal with the incompleteness of information in DNT. With the studies of this paper, DNT is much more close to a compatible generalization of DST.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction about DST. In Section 3, several important aspects in the framework of DNT are studied. Finally, Section 4 concludes the paper.
Basics of Dempster-Shafer theory
In this section, some basic definitions and concepts about DST are given as below [2] .
Let Ω be a set of N mutually exclusive and collectively exhaustive events, indicated by
where set Ω is called a frame of discernment (FOD). The power set of Ω is indicated by 2 Ω , namely
The elements of 2 Ω or subsets of Ω are called propositions.
Definition 1. Let a FOD be Ω = {q 1 , q 2 , · · · , q N }, a mass function, or basic probability assignment (BPA), defined on Ω is a mapping m from 2 Ω to [0, 1], formally defined by:
which satisfies the following condition:
Definition 2. Given a BPA, its associated belief measure Bel m and plausibility measure P l m express the lower bound and upper bound of the support degree to each proposition in that BPA, respectively. They are defined as
Obviously, P l m (A) ≥ Bel m (A) for each A ⊆ Ω, and [Bel m (A), P l m (A)] is called the belief interval of A in m.
As a theory for uncertain information fusion, DST provides a basic combination rule called Dempster's rule to fuse multiple BPAs from independent information sources. This rule is formally defined as follows. 
with K = 
In the following of this paper, we will first study relative concepts and definitions of DNT in the case of complete information, and later specifically give a subsection to discuss the case of incomplete information. But the proposed concepts, definitions and methods for information-complete D numbers can be naturally and easily generalized to the case of information-incomplete D numbers.
Non-exclusiveness in DNT
In DNT, the elements in FOD Θ are not required to be mutually exclusive.
Regarding the non-exclusiveness in DNT, a membership function is developed to measure the non-exclusive degrees between elements in Θ [7] . In this paper, an axiomatic definition about the non-exclusive degree is proposed as below.
Definition 5. Given a nonempty set Θ, for any B i , B j ∈ 2 Θ the non-exclusive degree between B i and B j is characterized by a mapping
satisfying the following properties
In the above definition, the five properties constitute a smallest set of necessary requirements for a rational non-exclusive degree u. Generalized compatibility brings about an essential difference between DNT and DST. In Proof. For a nonempty set Θ, there are n = (2 |Θ| − 2)/2 pairs of complemen-
Since for any symmetrical matrix M it is of full rank if and only if |M| = 0, hence Rank(U) = 2 |Θ| − 1 if and only if |U| = 0, i.e., p i = 1, i = 1, · · · , n, namely u(A,Ā) = 1 for any nonempty A ⊆ Θ.
Since for any symmetrical matrix M it is not of full rank if and only if |M| = 0, the above theorem 3.2 can be proved as similar as the proof of 
for any non-empty θ, θ i , θ j ∈ Θ, and assume R(θ, ∅) = R(∅, ∅) = 0. Then, u is a function about non-exclusive degrees between subsets of Θ, which satisfies all properties in Definition 5, if 
Combination rules in DNT
DST is often used to combining multiple information from independent sources, as an effective theory of uncertain information fusion. As a generalization of DST, DNT is also required to have the ability to fuse multiple information expressed by D numbers. In our previous studies [7, 8] , an exclusive conflict redistribution (ECR) rule was proposed to combine two D numbers, which is defined as below.
Definition 6. Let D 1 and D 2 are two D numbers defined on Θ, the combi-
with
where A, B, C ⊆ Θ.
From the definition of above ECR rule, we can find that the ECR rule is By analyzing the ECR rule, we find that this rule is commutative, i.e.,
, which may lead to some difficulties in combining multi-source information by using this rule. In order to solve the problem, in this paper an extended ECR rule is proposed to combine multiple D numbers, which essentially still complies with the original idea of ECR rule. The new ECR rule for multiple D numbers is defined as below.
Definition 7. Let D 1 , D 2 , · · · , D n be n D numbers defined on Θ, the combination of them, denoted by D = D 1 ⊙ D 2 ⊙ · · · ⊙ D n , is defined as [17] and weighted average combination method [8] , the new solution is more reasonable and natural.
Belief and plausibility measures for D numbers
Belief and plausibility measures are two equivalent forms of BPA in DST, which physically express the lower bound and upper bound of the support degree to each proposition A in that BPA, respectively. In our previous studies, a belief measure and a plausibility measure for D numbers were developed [8, 19] . that is often used to represent the degree of imprecision of A. In DST, given a mass function m, its corresponding belief measure Bel m can be obtained by means of Eq.(5), Shafer [2] has proved that the belief measure Bel m is a belief function. As a generalization of DST, DNT also retain the characteristic. (2) bel(Θ) = 1;
(3) For all A 1 , · · · , A n ⊆ Θ, In Shafer's book [2] , there is a lemma:
If A is a finite set, then
for any A ⊆ Θ, is a belief function.
DST is also called belief function theory because its belief measure Bel m is a belief function and many other concepts can be derived from Bel m . Theorem 3.8 shows that the belief measure Bel of D numbers is also a belief function, therefore we have more reasons to say that DNT is a compatible generalization of DST.
Combination of incomplete information in DNT
In above subsections, the D numbers are assumed to be informationcomplete. In this subsection, we will study the case of information-complete D numbers, and use the combination of incomplete information in DNT as an example to show how to handle the information-incomplete D numbers.
In our previous work on DNT [8, 19] , for the information-incomplete case, an unknown event X is introduced to enlarge the FOD from Θ to Θ ∪ {X}, and to transform a D number with incomplete information represented by D However, by further study, we find that there is a big difficulty to execute the above process: how to obtain u(X, A) required by the ECR rule, where A ⊆ Θ, since there is not any restriction on X. For a totally unknown object X, any supposition on u(X, A) is controversial. In order to solve the puzzle, in this paper a new method for the combination of incomplete information in DNT is proposed. Within the proposed method, the concept of unknown event X is clarified and redefined, and a new parameter δ is imported. Regarding X and δ, we have the following definition. Otherwise, 0 ≤ δ < 1, and the lower the completeness of Θ the smaller the value of δ.
From the above definitions, X becomes a very clear conception, by contrast δ is a parameter needing to be estimated in concrete circumstances.
Based on the defined X and δ, a new method to combine D numbers, especially two information-incomplete D numbers, denoted as D 1 and D 2 , is
proposed. If we need to combine multiple D numbers, the above proposed new version of ECR rule for n D numbers can be directly used.
• (Step 1.) In terms of new defined X and δ, transform the D number with incomplete information to an information-complete D number by
so that there is also
, then their combination D = D 1 ⊙ D 2 is obtained by using ECR rule's equations (14) and (15) .
The properties of proposed combination method for information-incomplete D numbers are discussed as follows.
Suppose there are two D numbers D 1 and D 2 on FOD Θ, since they may be information-incomplete, therefore
and D 1 (∅) = D 2 (∅) = 0. The Q values of these two D numbers are Q 1 = B⊆Θ D 1 (B) and Q 2 = C⊆Θ D 2 (C), respectively. In terms of those information, a quantity denoted as K 1 D can be calculated which represents the definitely known conflict between D 1 and D 2 :
. Based on the proposed method, for an information-incomplete D number, it is firstly transformed to the information-complete situation through Eq.
(26). Assume the completeness degree of FOD Θ is δ. Hence, for D 1 , the missing belief (1 − Q 1 ) is assigned as follows
Since there are new beliefs assigned Θ and X in D 1 and D 2 , it leads to new conflict between the two D numbers. According to the definition of X, there is u(S, F ) = 0, ∀S ⊆ X, F ⊆ Θ, hence the conflict causing by new assigned beliefs in D numbers can be obtained
which can also be written as
All conflict between D 1 and D 2 are entirely counted in K 1 D and K 2 D , hence the conflict coefficient K D in Eq. (15) can be expressed as
Then, by using the ECR rule, the result of combining D 1 and D 2 (after transformation), denoted as D, can be obtained.
In D, we will have
where D 1 (X) = (1−δ)(1−Q 1 ) and D 2 (X) = (1−δ)(1−Q 2 ). For informationincomplete D numbers, in the combination result the final D(X) is the concerned in this paper. Some properties related to D(X) in the combination result are given as follows.
This property is evident according to Eq. (28).
Proof. In terms of Eq. (28), by calculating the partial derivative of D(X)
with respect to δ, we have
is negatively correlated with δ. Especially, D(X) = 0 while δ = 1, and Proof. By calculating the partial derivative of D(X) with respect to Q 1 , we have ∂D(X)
Thus, D(X) is negatively correlated with Q 1 . Especially, D(X) = 0 if
Similarly, D(X) ∝ 1/Q 2 can also be proved. According to K D = K 1 D + K 2 D , K 2 D = D 1 (X) + D 2 (X) − 2D 1 (X)D 2 (X), and D(X) = D 1 (X)D 2 (X) 1−K D , this property can be proved easily. In terms of the property, the distribution of D(X) respecting to 1 − K D is obtained, as shown in Figure 1 in which supposing 0 < D 1 (X) ≤ D 2 (X).
Moreover, based on Property 4, it is easy to derive another property as follows where the relationship between D(X) and (1 − Q 1 ), (1 − Q 2 ) is displayed. (2) D(X) = (1 − Q 2 ) if 1 − K D = (1 − δ)D 1 (X);
As same as above, Figure 2 gives the distribution of D(X) with respect to 1 − K D , but shows the relationship between D(X) and (1 − Q 1 ), (1 − Q 2 ), in which assume 0 < D 1 (X) ≤ D 2 (X). Having the above several properties, the characteristic of the proposed method for combining information-incomplete D numbers is basically clear, the imported X to represent unknown is not completely unknown to us now.
Conclusion
In the paper, some basic concepts, definitions, and methods, including the exclusiveness, combination rules, belief and plausibility measures, combination of incomplete information, in the theoretical framework of DNT are studied. These issues are very important in establishing a perfect and systematic DNT. The research in this paper strengthens the mathematical foundation of DNT. In the future study, we will further enrich the theoretical and practical research of DNT.
